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Windows Mobile platform
SmartLaunch Client WM5/WM6.
Windows Mobile 5 SmartLaunch
Client WM5. Windows Mobile 6
SmartLaunch Client WM6. See also
List of updater software References
External links Category:UpdatersThe
invention relates to a method for
operating a motor vehicle by means of
a hybrid drive comprising a first
electric motor and a second motor
connected in series with it, a
corresponding hybrid drive system and
to a corresponding motor vehicle.
Opinion, entitled “Efficient electric
and hybrid electric vehicles: partial
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evaluation of a large-scale simulator
study”, by J. Østergaard et al, SAE
P1000 D, March 2007, gives a range
of values of the efficiency of electric
and hybrid vehicles of the type
relevant here, it being noted that, in
particular, the present invention is
directed to a hybrid electric vehicle
(HEV) of the known type where the
braking energy of the vehicle is also
converted into electrical energy. This
is based on the low efficiency of the
electric motor when the vehicle is in
the idling state and the friction braking
energy (referred to hereinafter as the
“brake energy
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